
Chronicles of an Island Parish no. 67 end of July 2020 

Most sorry much of the details here are now rather passé but still want it to be 
send to yous all. 

Dear August Faithful and Readers with longevity! 

As all the world knows – and if you don’t: You should, Liverpool United won 
or was granted the title of Premier League Championship. But to be honest 
ensured almost orchestrated by the licenseship of the televised ownership; 
with such mega-bucks invested a RESULT had to be forthcoming. Actually all 
rather sad against the gripping background of the pandemic. In a way a 
pyrrhic victory. Aren’t you rather intrigued by the ’sound effects’ of the absent 
fans from the deserted stands? Perhaps these are the voices of the ghosts of 
the past. What isn’t done to fulfil televised contracts. Could the Premier 
League actually exist without SKY? 

But that aside: Loyal fans of the Club decided Saturday to hold a victory 
parade or ‘floats’ down the lower part of the main street of Jamestown. But as 
one obvious wag said to me and several others in the local: They can afford 
to do this…Clubs like Chelsea and Arsenal couldn’t as they win most other 
years. 

As regards our eagerly awaited Titan Airways chartered flight flying in and out 
of Stadsted and originally scheduled for arrival Wednesday, now postponed 
(term used: delayed) as the Airways only Boeing 757-200 is stuck in Sri 
Lanka from a ‘bird strike’ and now awaiting repairs. In our world Nothing is 
Certain. What is the difference between the terms: Delayed & Postponed? 
Unsure; does delayed sound more comforting, re-assuring? 

Trivial; returning to Liverpool: Did you know that the Clubs ‘anthem’ sung by 
faithful fans from the breeches or stands at every possible occasion and 
echoed down Jamestown valley Saturday origins from the Rogers and 
Hammerstein musical ‘Carousel’ of 1945 and in originally was the voice of a 
sadly deceased loved-one encouraging a life’s partner in grief to be assured 
of continued love beyond death. Seems very Christian to me. Or as an old 
Yiddish truism states: Someone only really dies when they are forgotten or no 
longer loved. 

Saturday past the ‘oldest Anglican church in the southern hemisphere’ (fact!) 
commemorated their patronal feast. No quite sure why this title. I do know 
that the historic Valley fort, later called ‘castle’ was for a short time called St 
John’s, though soon after re-named James’ Fort after the future James VII of 
Scotland who also was James II of England and Ireland and although a fairly 
good Catholic was able to maintain a balancing act between the Catholic 
monarchy and Anglican and Protestant English parliament. Meanwhile St 
Claude de la Colombière who was initially the Confessor of St Margaret Mary 



Alacoque the great promoter of the Devotion to the Sacred Heart had been 
re-assigned as Confessor to the wife of the said King James …am I seeing 
too much into these associations…I mean why is our Island church and 
parish dedicated to the Sacred Heart? A scientific fact: Cause & effect. And a 
King’s name associated with James the Apostle brother to John also an 
apostle of the family Zebedee…the mind boggles with possibilities. Are we 
looking at the rule of transferrals? 

Do I hear one of our Readers muttering I should get back to initiating Rabbit-
Speak with the wild ones at Bradley’s Quarantine camp? Be careful I can 
delete your Email address from the Mailing List. 

This year is Beethoven’ 250th anniversary of his birth, rehearsal are already 
in hand and a concert of his music will be held in our church late September. 
Apparently our church building has the best acoustics ‘in town’ with its iron 
roof and no ceiling. Which highlights that Little can be Good sooner or later 
and the original architect was a renowned Swiss yodeller…or could have 
been. 

Monday 27th July was sort of D-Day having FINALLY completely entering all 
entries of Baptisms, Marriages and Deaths onto a Database beginning 1852 
and capturing too the names and some details of all priests from that time 
who have lived here or visited and celebrated one or other of the 
Sacraments. About 40 of which a high percentage are or were associated 
with the archdiocese of Cape Town from the time when it was established by 
Pope Pius VII in 1818. At that time it was referred to as: The Vicariate of the 
Cape of Good Hope. It has to re acknowledged that this was only possible 
because of my being in Lockdown for months in Cape Town…almost a 
modern version of the Bible’s riddle posed by Samson of the dead lion’s 
carcass becoming a hive for honey bees. Neither prophetic nor with 
academic knowledge though perhaps aware of Divine Wisdom:  the 
pandemic will ultimately be to our Good but not as retribution nor punishment 
but new life especially in Faith and Church life. Gaining re-access to the 
Sacraments is just the start of the New Journey.  

Working on something right now to involve the other local church 
communities who are all in the Maintenance era of Church Life. 

Wednesday 12th August feast day of an inspiring young Congolese martyr 
whom his owner killed only because he refused to stop teaching catechism to 
his friends. 

Take care and my prayerful wishes to you all 

Father David 


